
Why do I need a ORBIT PVVO Enhance?

Did you know that the voltage we are supplied to our homes is typically as high as 246V, although it is sometimes
considerably higher than this, whilst the electrical appliances around our home are designed to run at 230V?



ORBIT PVVO Enhance

The ORBIT PVVO Enhance Unit controls the voltage supplied into your property, protecting your 
electrical appliances and Solar PV system from inefficiencies caused by high voltage levels.



How does the ORBIT PVVO Enhance save money on electricity bills?
The saving derived from the ORBIT PVVO Enhance Unit is relative and depends upon

Rationalisation of these many variables has led ORBIT to the 





Installing a ORBIT PVVO Enhance Unit alongside your PV system prevents this precious generated 
energy from being wasted due to inefficiencies caused by over voltage at appliances. Potentially 
leaving more of the “Free energy” available for use around the property helping to speed up the 
return on investment.



How does the ORBIT PVVO Enhance help my PV system
generate more energy?

By monitoring the incoming supply voltage, rather than the inflated inverter voltage, the ORBIT PVVO Enhance unit allows the



With a ORBIT PVVO Enhance unit and an additional 11.95% this could increase by £199.81 per year.

With conservative savings of 8%* achieved by installing a ORBIT PVVO Enhance Unit £64.80 per year 
could be saved off your electricity bills.

A typical 4kWp Solar PV system generates 3.300kWh per year. Installing a ORBIT PVVO Enhance unit and 
reducing potential losses in generation of 11.95%* give an additional 394.35kWh of useable energy per year. 
Using the 8% saving at appliances from this additional generation equates to an energy saving of £59.15 





ORBIT PVVO Enhance 



All ORBIT PVVO Enhance units are designed to cope with



Install an ORBIT PVVO Enhance unit and;


